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A Survey on IP Valuation 
 

The Setting 
Intellectual property (IP) is generally referred to as the creative property of the mind; it is 

something created by intellectual thought and human ingenuity. IP differs from other forms of 

property (real or personal) in the sense that it cannot be touched, it is immaterial.  It is exactly 

this intangible, enigmatic, and effervescent nature of IP that complicates placing a true and exact 

fiscal value on any given IP asset. Moreover, from a practical aspect, IP subjectively impacts 

each person / business/ licensee differently. Thus, IP is always subject to differing opinions of 

perceived and actual value.   

For an easy example, think about your favorite song.  Let’s assume you bought it on iTunes.  In 

the past, you probably have bought other songs and CDs for the same or close to the same price.  

But this song is different. In retrospect, because you love this song so much, you probably would 

have been willing to pay something more for this song than you actually did. Therefore, in this 

situation, one could say you got a great deal of value out of the money you paid to buy the song.  

Hence, subjectively speaking, the value of this song to you is not precisely traceable to the 

dollars and cents indicated on your iTunes receipt. More or less, this same idea applies to IP 

across the board. While one can track to see what people paid for a given IP asset, or what 

consumers / buyers can usually expect to pay for other similar assets, it would be flawed logic to 

deduce that this data necessarily or perfectly equates to similar IP asset’s value. Inevitably, no 

two IP assets are identical, they are unique. Therefore, IP is uniquely positioned to cause extreme 

difficulty for those valuing any given asset.  

Keeping this in mind, when two parties negotiate over the valuation of IP, or one generates an 

internal company audit, it is best to have a set of logical and well-reasoned systems which can 

efficiently and fairly attribute dollars and cents to any given IP asset. Over the years, certain 

methodologies have been developed that help IP practitioners and IP owners to perform a 

financial audit on their assets. This essay will survey the landscape of such IP valuation 

approaches, and give you an overview of the main IP valuation techniques.  Moreover, this essay 

will conclude with a recommendation on when and why to utilize each distinct method of IP 

valuation so that you might be better positioned to implement the knowledge in real life 

transactions.  

 

Methods/ Approaches: 
Any IP valuation method, when used, is merely a snapshot in time.  The value of an IP asset is 

always evolving, much like the way the stock ticker price of a company can rise and fall 

throughout the day. Be that as it may, here are three common IP valuation approaches which 

assist one in performing the IP valuation analysis: 

The Cost Approach –  

According to this most basic approach, one assumes that the value of any IP asset is equal to the 

cost to replace or recreate the IP asset with one that is equally effective. Under this approach, one 

must assume that no party to an arm’s length transaction would be willing to pay more for the 

asset than it would cost to replace or reproduce the asset. The cost approach is always a good 
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starting point for a valuation because it helps one to reflect on the asset’s present-day creation 

costs, which can include: R&D, testing, legal fees and lawyer costs, IP registration costs (to file 

for federal patent, copyright, or trademark applications), equipment costs to create the asset, and 

perhaps the opportunity cost of creating the asset as opposed to applying the same resources 

toward other useful company projects.  

There are, however, many drawbacks to using the cost approach to valuing IP assets.  For one, 

this approach does not consider the future income/ profit streams expected, and their associated 

risks. No consideration is given to present or future market conditions, and how the shifting 

supply and demand for an asset may change for better or worse.  Also, this approach gives no 

thought to the shelf life of the IP asset, in terms of its duration of a legally protectable bundle of 

rights and the income stream. Somehow, we all intuitively know that cost never exactly equals 

value.   

The cost approach is a useful launching point; staring here is a foundation.  The cost approach is 

especially useful when IP assets are in the dawn of their existence.  Perhaps this cost approach is 

best used to value an IP asset upon early stages of its conception, prior to any market penetration 

or first sale.  Any IP asset with unproven demand, no data on product sales or transaction history, 

but with a high potential for independent development (easy to reverse engineer or design 

around) is ripe for a cost approach analysis. Here are two variations on the cost approach theme: 

(a) The Replacement Method  

This method estimates cost based on what it would take to develop a comparable substitute for 

the asset being appraised, using current prices as of the effective appraisal date.   

Example:  

Company A has approached Company B regarding buying Company A’s new software 

technology program.  How could Company B value this asset using the cost approach? 

Number of man-hours (to recreate their own software of comparable efficiency) 

x 

Weighted average software development cost per hour  

= Value of software to Company B (then subtract the taxes) 

 

*Other considerations that Company B might consider as “costs” associated with developing its 

own software:  

- Lost sales and profits during development period (speed to market, time is money) 

- Incremental marketing and promotional expenses to secure comparable market position 

- Cost to patent or copyright their software 

- Cost to avoid lawsuit from Company A for trade secret misappropriation (for hiring Company 

A’s chief architect of Company A’s software) 
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- Travel and expenses for promoting the Company B software at trade shows/ symposiums 

- Cost of prototypes or royalties paid to create Company B’s software 

 

(b) The Reproduction Method  

This method estimates cost to produce an exact duplicate or replica of the IP asset in question, 

with all its advantages and imperfections, using current prices as of the effective appraisal date. 

 

The Market/ Comparable Approach 

According to the market approach a party would not be willing to pay more for an asset than 

others have paid for similar IP assets. This approach is commonly used in real estate because 

there is a lot of relevant data on what recent buyers have paid in an arm’s length transaction for 

comparable properties. There is great value in knowing what others have paid for similar 

transactions because it evidences the supply and demand curve.  So long as the IP asset has a 

laundry list of possible comparable criteria, the market approach to valuation can be very 

effective. This is especially true when there is a lot of information surrounding a given 

transaction, such as: 

- Nature of technology and IP protection 

- Industry 

- Market size and characterizations (are there many useful applications of the IP or just 

one?) 

- Growth outlook (shelf-life of the IP, legally and commercially speaking) 

- Barriers to entry 

- Company structure 

- Timing (How old is the data?) 

- Scope and status of legal protection 

- Terms of agreement (field of use restrictions, exclusive vs nonexclusive, geographical 

limitations, etc) 

The more information one can gather surrounding a given transaction history, the more one can 

assuredly equate two IP assets.  The market approach is most often used to establish a ballpark 

value, set the table for royalty rates discussions, and is favored by tax authorities for deals with 

affiliates. Look at the following list of sources of comparable transaction data: 

Sources of Similar and "Industry Standard" Data 

Statutory/Official filings (SEC filings) 

Public Company Disclosures (Annual Reports) 

Surveys, Articles written on surveys 

Licensing publications, valuation books (Licensing Economics Review, Les Nouvelles, 

Licensing Law and Business Report) 

Published court cases, Court filings 
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Industry Meetings/ Conferences AUTM (University tech transfer) 

Shopped term sheets 

Published agreements 

Proprietary databases, Pay for insider Data (Royalty Source, ReCap, KT Mine) 

Industry consultants, independent contractors 

****Be cautious (VERY) using this “analogous” data because there is often a myriad of 

“hidden” deal factors such as: 

Multiple forms of compensation (equity, milestone payments, running royalties, other perks) 

The nature of the IP/ Technology/ Scope of Protection 

Industry specific concerns 

Market size and characteristics (number of marketable applications of IP in question)  

Growth outlook for relevant products (shelf-life of service or product) 

Barriers to entry 

Company structure 

Cross licensing deal 

Timing (the age of the “deal”) 

Scope and status of legal protection (exclusive vs nonexclusive, geography, litigation, 

challenges) 

Specific terms of agreement (field of use restrictions, etc) 

The Income Approach 

The income approach is based on the assumption that a party would be willing to pay some 

portion of an IP asset’s expected future economic income stream.  This method is most 

commonly accepted and used by IP practitioners and IP owners.  The premise of the income 

approach is that one can develop a discounted figure representing the net present-day value of 

today for the anticipated future profits of tomorrow, when balanced against the risk associated 

with that income stream being interrupted or diminished.  The key factors in utilizing the income 

approach, then, are: 

(1) Amount –  the projected net profits of the future income stream; 

(2)  Duration – the shelf life of the anticipated income stream; 

(3) Risk – the difficulty and danger of not being able to collect the future income stream. 

  

(a) The Relief-from-Royalty Method 

(b) The Excess Earnings Method 
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When and why to utilize a different IP Valuation Approach? 
Are you confused yet?  If you are, don’t give up just yet.  This section will help you 

conceptualize the valuation techniques in their contextual and practical usage.  Hopefully, by 

tying each valuation technique to its contextual and practical use, you will begin to see why each 

method functions the way it does in the realm of IP valuation.   

Each approach to the valuation of an IP asset has its distinct strengths and weaknesses.  Some 

valuation techniques may be less complex or time intensive, others more precise or fact 

intensive, and the application of either approach should be weighed against its usefulness in any 

given situation.   

Generally, we can think of any given valuation methodology as a function of the stage of 

development / use in which the technology finds itself.  In other words, to decide which approach 

is best to use, one must first discover the nature of a given technology with respect to the amount 

of time it has been around.  The longer the technology has been developed, used, and proven to 

derive an economic revenue stream, the more precise and accurate one can value the asset.  

Likewise, the earlier stage the technology is in, the less likely that one can identify with any 

degree of accuracy the exact value attributable to that specific asset.  Practically speaking, some 

IP valuation approaches are simply confined, for better or worse, to limited usage.  Therefore, it 

is advisable to use the following guidelines when trying to decide which approach to use for 

valuation: 

 

Value Stage Method(s) Precision 
$$$$$ Established Market/ Residual Microscopic 

$$$$ Industrialized Income/ Market Visible with naked eye 

$$$ Developing/ Emerging Replacement/ RFR Coming into focus 

$ Early/ Concept Cost/ Reproduction Blurry at best 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The realm of intellectual property valuation is complex, nuanced, and ever-changing.  The 

sliding scales of the law in conjunction with advances in technology and globalization creates 

even more difficulty for the student and practitioner of IP law. The valuation of intellectual 

property is more of an art than a science.  Any given IP valuation method has viable applications 

and one should consider utilizing all three mentioned in this article when appropriate.   

 


